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1. Introduction

Recently, the content distribution network industry has become exposed to significant changes. The advent of cheaper and more powerful mobile devices having the ability to play, create, and transmit video content and which maximize a number of multimedia content distributions on various mobile networks will place unprecedented demands on networks for high capacity, low-latency, and low-loss communications paths. The reduction of cost of digital video cameras along with development of user-generated video sites (e.g., iTunes™, Google™ Video and YouTube™) have stimulated the new user-generated content sector. Growing premium content coupled with advanced video technologies, such as the Internet TV, will replace in the near future conventional technologies (e.g., cable or satellite TV). The relatively recent ITU-T H.264/AVC (ISO/IEC MPEG-4 Part 10) video coding standard (Wiegand & Sullivan, 2003), which was officially issued in 2003, has become a challenge for real-time video applications. Compared to others standards, it gains about 50% in bit rate, while providing the same visual quality. In addition to having all the advantages of MPEG-2, H.263 and MPEG-4, the H.264 video coding standard possesses a number of improvements, such as the content-adaptive-based arithmetic codec (CABAC), enhanced transform and quantization, prediction of "Intra" macroblocks (spatial prediction), and others. H.264 is designed for both constant bit rate (CBR) and variable bit rate (VBR) video coding, useful for transmitting video sequences over statistically multiplexed networks (e.g., asynchronous transfer mode (ATM), the Ethernet, or other Internet networks). This video coding standard can also be used at any bit rate range for various applications, varying from wireless video phones to high definition television (HDTV) and digital video broadcasting (DVB). In addition, H.264 provides significantly improved coding efficiency and greater functionality, such as rate scalability, “Intra” prediction and error resilience in comparison with its predecessors, MPEG-2 and H.263. However, H.264/AVC is much more complex in comparison to other coding standards and to achieve maximum quality encoding, high computational resources are required.

Due to the recent technological achievements and trends, the high-definition, highly interactive networked media applications pose challenges to network operators. The variety of end-user devices with different capabilities, ranging from cell phones with small screens and restricted processing power to high-end PCs with high-definition displays, have stimulated significant interest in effective technologies for video adaptation for spatial formats, consuming power and bit rate.
As a result, much of the attention in the field of video adaptation is currently directed to the Scalable Video Coding (SVC), which was standardized in 2007 as an extension of H.264/AVC (Schwarz et al., 2007), since the bit-stream scalability for video is currently a very desirable feature for many multimedia applications.

The need for the scalability arises from the need for spatial formats, bit rates or power (Wiegand & Sullivan, 2003). To fulfill these requirements, it would be beneficial to simultaneously transmit or store video in variety of spatial/temporal resolutions and qualities, leading to the video bit-stream scalability. Major requirements for the Scalable Video Coding are to enable encoding of a high-quality video bitstream that contains one or more subset bitstreams, each of which can be transmitted and decoded to provide video services with lower temporal or spatial resolutions, or to provide reduced reliability, while retaining reconstruction quality that is highly relative to the rate of the subset bitstreams. Therefore, the Scalable Video Coding provides important functionalities, such as the spatial, temporal and SNR (quality) scalability, thereby enabling the power adaptation. In turn, these functionalities lead to enhancements of video transmission and storage applications.

SVC has achieved significant improvements in coding efficiency comparing to the scalable profiles of prior video coding standards. Also, in addition to the temporal, spatial and quality scalabilities, the SVC supports the Region-of-Interest (ROI) scalability. The ROI is a desirable feature in many future scalable video coding applications, such as mobile device applications, which have to be adapted to be displayed on a relatively small screen (thus, a mobile device user may require to extract and track only a predefined Region-of-Interest within the displayed video). At the same time, other users having a larger mobile device screen may wish to extract other ROI(s) to receive greater video stream resolution. Therefore, to fulfill these requirements, it would be beneficial to simultaneously transmit or store a video stream in a variety of Regions-of-Interest (e.g., each Region-of-Interest having different spatial resolution, as illustrated in Fig. 1), as well to enable efficiently tracking the predefined Region-of-Interest.

![Fig. 1. Defining ROIs with different spatial resolutions (e.g., CIF, SD/4CIF, 720p resolutions) to be provided within a Scalable Video Coding stream.](www.intechopen.com)

This chapter is organized as follows: in Section 2, the Region-of-Interest (ROI) detection and tracking is described in detail, while presenting the Pixel-Domain approach (Section 2.1) and Compressed-Domain approach (Section 2.2), and further presenting various models and techniques, such as the Visual Attention model (Section 2.1.1), Object Detection (Section 2.2.1), and others.
2.1.2), Face Detection (Section 2.1.3), Skin Detection (Section 2.1.4), etc.; in Section 3, the ROI Coding in H.264/SVC Standard is presented, including the ROI Scalability by Performing Cropping (Section 3.1) and the ROI Scalability by Using Flexible Macroblock Ordering (FMO) technique (Section 3.2); in Section 4, the bit-rate control for the ROI coding is presented; and Conclusions are provided in Section 5.

2. Region-of-interest detection and tracking

In order to successfully perform the ROI coding, it is important to accurately detect, and then correctly track, the desired Region-of-Interest. There are mainly two methods for the ROI detection and tracking: (a) the pixel-domain approach; and (b) the compressed-domain approach. The pixel-domain approach is more accurate compared to the compressed-domain approach, but it requires relatively high computational complexity resources. On the other hand, the compressed-domain approach does not consume many resources since it exploits the encoded information (such as DCT coefficients, motion vectors, macroblock types which are extracted in a compressed bitstream, etc.) (Manerba et al., 2008; Kas & Nicolas, 2009; Hanfeng et al., 2001; Zeng et al., 2005), but it results in a relatively poor performance. Also, for the same reason, the compressed-domain approach has significantly fast processing time and is adaptive to compressed videos. As a result, the compressed-domain approach is applicable mainly for simple scenarios.

Both the pixel-domain and compressed-domain approaches are explained in detail in the following Sections 2.1 and 2.2.

2.1 Pixel-domain approach

Generally, the main researches on object detection and tracking have been focused on the pixel domain approach since it can provide powerful capability of object tracking by using various technologies. The pixel-domain detection can be classified into the following types:

- Region-based methods. According to these methods, the object detection is performed according to ROI features, such as motion distribution and color histogram. The information with regard to the object colors can be especially useful when these colors are distinguishable from the image background or from other objects within the image (Vezhnevets, 2002).
- Feature-based methods (Shokurov et al., 2003). According to these methods, various motion parameters of feature points are calculated (the motion parameters are related to affine transformation information, which in turn contains rotation and 2D translation data).
- Contour-based methods. According to these methods, the shape and position of objects are detected by modeling the contour data (Wang et al., 2002).
- Template-based methods. According to these methods, the objects (such as faces) are detected by using predetermined templates (Schoepflin et al., 2001).

As mentioned above, the pixel-domain approach is, generally, more accurate than the compressed-domain approach, but has relatively high computational complexity and requires further additional computational resources for decoding compressed video streams. Therefore, the desired ROI can be predicted in a relatively accurate manner by defining various pixel-domain models, such as visual attention models, object detection models, face detection models, etc., as presented in detail in the following Sub-Sections 2.1.1 to 2.1.4.
2.1.1 Visual attention

The visual attention models refer to the ability of a human user to concentrate his/her attention on a specific region of an image/video. This involves selection of the sensory information by the primary visual cortex in the brain by using a number of characteristic, such as intensity, color, size, orientation in space, and the like (Hu et al., 2008). Actually, the visual attention models simulate the behavior of the Human Visual System (HVS), and in turn enable to detect the Region-of-Interest within the image/video, such as presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. An example of concentrating the attention on a specific region of an image.

Several researches have been conducted with this regard in order to achieve better ROI detection performance, and in turn improve the ROI visual presentation quality. Thus, for example (Cheng et al., 2005) presents a framework for automatic video Region-of-Interest determination based on user attention model, while considering the three types of visual attention features, i.e. intensity, color and motion. The contrast-based intensity model is based on the fact that particular color pairs, such as red-green and blue-yellow possess high spatial and chromatic opposition; the same characteristics exist in high deference lighting or intensity pairs. Thus, according to (Cheng et al., 2005), the intensity, red-green color and blue-yellow color constant models should be included into the user attention representation module. Also, when there is more than one ROI within the frame (e.g., a number of football players), then a saliency map is used which shows the ability to characterize the visual attraction of the image/video. The saliency map is divided into \( n \) regions, and ROI is declared for each such region, thereby enabling to dynamically and automatically determine ROI for each frame-segment.

Further, (Sun et al., 2010) proposes a visual attention based approach to extract texts from complicated background in camera-based images. First, it applies the simplified visual attention model to highlight the region of interest (ROI) in an input image and to yield a map consisting of the ROIs. Second, an edge map of image containing the edge information of four directions is obtained by Sobel operators; character areas are detected by connected component analysis and merged into candidate text regions. Finally, the map consisting of the ROIs is employed to confirm the candidate text regions.
Further, other visual attention models have been recently proposed to improve the ROI visual presentation quality, such as (Engelke et al., 2009), which discusses two ways of obtaining subjective visual attention data that can be subsequently used to develop visual attention models based on the selective region-of-interest and visual fixation patterns; (Chen et al., 2010) discloses a model of the focus of attention for detecting the attended regions in video sequences by using the similarity between the adjacent frames, establishing the gray histogram, selecting the maximum similarity as predictable model, and finally obtaining a position of the focus of attention in the next fame; (Li et al., 2010) presents a three-stage method that combines the visual attention model with target detection by using the saliency map, covering the region of interest with blocks and measuring the similarity between the blocks and the template; (Kwon et al., 2010) shows a ROI based video preprocessor method that deals with the perceptual quality in a low-bit rate communication environment, further proposing three separated processes: the ROI detection, the image enhancement, and the boundary reduction in order to deliver better video quality at the videoconferencing application for use in a fixed camera and to be compatible as a preprocessor for the conventional video coding standards.

As seen from the above, the visual attention approach has recently become quite popular among researchers, and many improved techniques have been lately presented.

2.1.2 Object detection

Automatic object detection is one of the important steps in image processing and computer vision (Bhanu et al., 1997; Lin et al., 2005). The major task of object detection is to locate objects in images and extract the regions containing them (the extracted regions are ROIs). The quality of object detection is highly dependent on the effectiveness of the features used in the detection. Finding or designing appropriate features to capture the characteristics of objects and building the feature-based representation of objects are the key to the success of detection. Usually, it is not easy for human experts to figure out a set of features to characterize complex objects, and sometimes, simple features directly extracted from images may not be effective in object detection.

The ROI detection is especially useful for medical applications (Liu, 2006). Automatic detection of ROI in a complex image or video like endoscopic neurosurgery video, is an important task in many image and video processing applications such as image-guide surgery system, real-time patient monitoring system, and object-based video compression. In telemedical applications, object-based video coding is highly useful because it produces a good perceptual quality in a specified region, i.e., a region of interest (ROI), without requiring an excessive bandwidth. By using a dedicated video encoder, the ROI can be coded with more bits to obtain a much higher quality than that of the non-ROI which is coded with fewer bits.

In the last decade, various object detection techniques have been proposed. For example, (Han et al., 2008) presents a fully automated architecture for object-based ROI detection, based on the principle of discriminant saliency, which defines as salient the image regions of strongest response to a set of features that optimally discriminate the object class of interest from all the others. It consists of two stages, saliency detection and saliency validation. The first detects salient points, the second verifies the consistency of their geometric configuration with that of training examples. Both the saliency detector and the configuration model can be learned from cluttered images downloaded from the web.
Also, (Wang J. M. et al., 2008) describes a simple and novel algorithm for detecting foreground objects in video sequences using just two consecutive frames. The method is divided in three layers: sensory layer, perceptual layer, and memory layer (short-term memory in conceptual layer). In sensory layer, successive images are obtained from one fixed camera, and some early computer vision processing techniques are applied here to extract the image information, which are edges and inconsistent region. In perceptual layer, moving objects are extracted based on the information from the sensory layer, and may request the sensory layer support more detail. The detecting results are stored in the memory layer, and help the perceptual layer to detect the temporal static objects.

In addition, (Jeong, 2006) proposes an objectionable image detection system based on the ROI. The system proposed by (Jeong, 2006) excels in that ROI detection method is specialized in objectionable image detection. In addition, a novel feature consisting of weighted SCD based on ROI and skin color structure descriptor is presented for classifying objectionable image. Using the ROI detection method, (Jeong, 2006) can reduce the noisy information in image and extract more accurate features for classifying objectionable image. Further, (Lin et al., 2005) uses genetic programming (GP) to synthesize composite operators and composite features from combinations of primitive operations and primitive features for object detection. The motivation for using GP is to overcome the human experts' limitations of focusing only on conventional combinations of primitive image processing operations in the feature synthesis. GP attempts many unconventional combinations that in some cases yield exceptionally good results. Compared to a traditional region-of-interest extraction algorithm, the composite operators learned by GP are more effective and efficient for object detection. Still further, (Kim & Wang, 2009) proposes a method for smoke detection in outdoor video sequences, which contains three steps. The first step is to decide whether the camera is moving or not. While the camera is moving, the authors skip the ensuing steps. Otherwise, the second step is to detect the areas of change in the current input frame against the background image and to locate regions of interest (ROIs) by connected component analysis. In the final step, the authors decide whether the detected ROI is smoke by using the k-temporal information of its color and shape extracted from the ROI.

2.1.3 Face detection
The face detection can be regarded as a specific case of object-class detection. In object-class detection, the task is to find the locations and sizes of all objects in an image that belong to a given class (such as pedestrians, cars, and the like). Also, the face detection can be regarded as a more general case of face localization. In face localization, the task is to find the locations and sizes of a known number of faces (usually one). In face detection, one does not have this additional information.

Early face-detection algorithms focused on the detection of frontal human faces, whereas recent face detection method aim to solve the more general and difficult problem of multi-view face detection. The face detection from an image video is considered to be a relatively difficult task due to a plurality of possible visual representations of the same face: the face scale, pose, location, orientation in space, varying lighting conditions, face emotional expression, and many others (e.g., as presented in Fig. 3). Therefore, in spite of the recent technological progress, this field still has many challenges and problems to be resolved.
Generally, the challenges associated with face detection can be attributed to the following factors (Yang et al., 2010):

- **Facial expression.** The appearance of faces is directly affected by a person’s facial expression.
- **Pose.** The images of a face vary due to the relative camera-face pose (frontal, 45 degree, profile, upside down), and some facial features such as an eye or the nose may become partially or wholly occluded.
- **Occlusion.** Faces may be partially occluded by other objects. In an image with a group of people, some faces may partially occlude other faces.
- **Image orientation.** Face images directly vary for different rotations about the camera’s optical axis.
- **Imaging conditions.** When the image is formed, factors such as lighting (spectra, source distribution and intensity) and camera characteristics (sensor response, lenses) affect the appearance of a face.
- **Presence or absence of structural components.** Facial features such as beards, mustaches, and glasses may or may not be present and there is a great deal of variability among these components including shape, color, and size.

Fig. 3. An example of a plurality of possible visual representations of the same face, which has an influence on the accurate face detection. Although the accuracy of face detection systems has dramatically increased during the last decade, such systems still have many challenges and problems to be resolved, such as varying lighting conditions, facial expression, presence or absence of structural components, etc.

During the last decade, many researchers around the world tried to improve the face detection and develop an efficient and accurate detection system. Such for example, (Mustafah et al., 2009) proposes a design of a face detection system for real-time high resolution smart camera, while making an emphasis on the problem of crowd surveillance where the static color camera is used to monitor a wide area of interest, and utilizing a background subtraction method to reduce the Region-of-Interest (ROI) to areas where the moving objects are located. Another work was performed by (Zhang et al., 2009), in which was presented a ROI based H.264 encoder for videophone with a hardware macroblock level face detector. The ROI definition module operates as a face detector in videophone, and it is embedded into the encoder to define the currently processed and encoded ROI macroblocks, while the encoding process is dynamically controlled according to the ROI (the encoding parameters vary according to ROI).

Further, other face detection techniques have been recently proposed to improve the face detection, such as: (Micheloni et al., 2005) presents an integrated surveillance system for the
outdoor security; (Qayyum & Javed, 2006) discloses a notch based face detection, tracking and facial feature localization system, which contains two phases: visual guidance and face/non-face classification; and (Sadykhov & Lamovsky, 2008) discloses a method for real-time face detection in 3D space.

2.1.4 Skin detection

The successful recognition of the skin ROI simplifies the further processing of such ROI. The main aim of traditional skin ROI detection schemes is to detect skin pixels in images, thereby generating skin areas. According to (Abdullah-Al-Wadud & Oksam, 2007), if ROI detection process misses a skin region or provides regions having lots of holes in it, then the reliability of applications significantly decreases. Therefore, it is important to maintain the efficiency of the human-computer interaction (HCI) based systems. In turn, (Abdullah-Al-Wadud & Oksam, 2007) presents an improved region-of-interest selection method for skin detection applications. This method can be applied in any explicit skin cluster classifier in any color space, while do not requiring any learning or training procedure. The proposed algorithm mainly operates on a grayscale image (DM), but the processing is based on color information. The scalar distance map contains the information of the vector image, thereby making this method relatively simple to implement.

Also, (Yuan & Mu, 2007) presents an ear detection method, which is based on skin-color and contour information, while introducing a modified Continuously Adaptive Mean Shift (CAMSHAFT) algorithm for rough and fast profile tracking. The aim for profile tracking is to locate the main skin-color region, such as the ROI that contains the ear. The CAMSHIFT algorithm is based on a robust non-parameter technique for climbing density gradients to find peak of probability distribution called the mean shift algorithm. The mean shift algorithm operates on probability distribution, so in order to track colored objects in video sequence, the color image data has to be represented as the color distribution first. According to (Yuan & Mu, 2007), the modified CAMSHIFT method is performed as follows:

- Generating the skin-color histogram on training set skin images.
- Setting the initial location of the 2D mean shift search window at a fixed poison in the first frame such as the center of the frame.
- Using the generated skin-color histogram to calculate the skin-color probability distribution of the 2D region centered at the area slightly larger than the mean shift window size.
- Calculating the zeroth moment (area of size) and mean location (the centroid).
- For the next frame, centering the search window at the calculated mean location and setting the window size using a function of the zeroth moment. Then the previous two steps are repeated.

In addition, (Chen et al., 2003) presents a video coding H263 based technique for robust skin-color detection, which is suitable for real time videoconferencing. According to (Chen et al., 2003), the ROIs are automatically selected by a robust skin-color detection which utilizes the Cr and RGB variance instead of the traditional skin color models, such as YCbCr, HSI, etc. The skin color model defined by Cr and RGB variance can choose the skin color region more accurately than other methods. The distortion weight parameter and variance at the macroblock layer are adjusted to control the qualities at different regions. As a result, the quality at the ROI is can significantly improved.
2.2 Compressed-domain detection

The conventional compressed domain algorithms exploit motion vectors or DCT coefficients instead of original pixel data as resources in order to reduce computational complexity of object detection and tracking (You, 2010).

In general, the compressed domain algorithms can be categorized as follows: the clustering-based methods and the filtering-based methods.

The clustering-based methods (Benzougar et al., 2001; Babu et al., 2004; Ji & Park, 2000; Jamrozik & Hayes, 2002) attempt to perform grouping and merging all blocks into several regions according to their spatial or temporal similarity. Then, these regions are merged with each other or classified as background or foreground. The most advanced clustering-based method, which handles the H.264/AVC standard, is the region growing approach, in which several seed fragments grow spatially and temporally by merging similar neighboring fragments.

On the other hand, the filtering-based methods (Aggarwal et al., 2006; Zheg et al., 2005; You et al., 2007; You et al., 2009) extract foreground regions by filtering blocks, which are expected to belong to background or by classifying all blocks into foreground and background. Then, the foreground region is split into several object parts through clustering procedure.

2.3 Region-of-interest tracking

Object tracking based on video sequence plays an important role in many modern vision applications such as intelligent surveillance, video compression, human-computer interfaces, sports analysis (Haritaoglu et al, 2000). When object is tracked with an active camera, traditional methods such as background subtraction, temporal differencing and optical flow may not work well due to the motion of camera, tremor of camera and the disturbance from background (Xiang, 2009).

Some researchers propose methods of tracking moving target with an active camera, yet most of their algorithms are too computationally complex due to their dependence on accurate mathematical model and motion model, and can’t be applied to real-time tracking in presence of fast motion from the object or the active camera, irregular motion and un-calibrated camera. (Xiang, 2009) makes great effort to find a fast, computationally efficient algorithm, which can handle fast motion, and can smoothly follow-up track moving target with an active camera, by proposing a method for real-time follow-up tracking fast moving object with an active camera. (Xiang, 2009) focuses on the color-based Mean Shift algorithm which shows excellent performance both on computationally complexity and robustness. (Wei & Zhou, 2010) presents a novel algorithm that uses the selective visual attention mechanisms to develop a reliable algorithm for objects tracking that can effectively deal with the relatively big influence by external interference in a-priori approaches. To extract the ROI, it makes use of the “local statistic” of the object. By integrating the image feature with state feature, the synergistic benefits can bring following obvious advantages:

- It doesn’t use any a-priori knowledge about blobs and no heuristic assumptions must be provided;
- The computation of the model for a generic blob doesn’t take a long processing time.

According to (Wei & Zhou, 2010), during the detection phase, there are some false-alarms in any actual image. To reduce the fictitious targets as much as possible, it needs to identify the extracted ROI, while the tracing target can be defined by the following characteristics:
• **The length of boundary of the tracing target in the ROI.**

• **Aspect ratio.** The length and the width of the target can be expressed by the two orthogonal axes of minimum enclosing rectangle. The radio between them is the aspect ratio.

• **Shape complexity.** The radio between the length of the boundary and the area.

The ROI, whose parameters accord with the above three features, can be considered as the ROI including the real-target.

Further, there are many other recent tracking methods, such as: (Mehmood, 2009) implements kernel tracking of density-based appearance models for real-time object tracking applications; (Wang et al., 2009) discloses a wireless, embedded smart camera system for cooperative object tracking and event detection; (Sun, Z. & Sun, J., 2008) presents an approach for detecting and tracking dynamic objects with complex topology from image sequences based on intensive restraint topology adaptive snake mode; (Wang & Zhu, 2008) presents a sensor platform with multi-modalities, consisting of a dual-panoramic peripheral vision system and a narrow field-of-view hyperspectral fovea; thus, only hyperspectral images in the ROI should be captured; (Liu et al., 2006) presents a new method that addresses several challenges in automatic detection of ROI of neurosurgical video for ROI coding, which is used for neurophysiological intraoperative monitoring (IOM) system. According to (Liu et al., 2006), the method is based on an object tracking technique with multivariate density estimation theory, combined with the shape information of the object, thereby by defining the ROIs for neurosurgical video, this method produces a smooth and convex emphasis region, within which surgical procedures are performed. (Abousleman, 2009) presents an automated region-of-interest-based video coding system for use in ultra-low-bandwidth applications.

### 3. Region-of-interest coding in H.264/SVC standard

Region-of-Interest (ROI) coding is a desirable feature in future applications of Scalable Video Coding (SVC), especially in applications for the wireless networks, which have a limited bandwidth. However, the H.264/AVC standard does not explicitly teach as how to perform the ROI coding.

The ROI coding is supported by various techniques in the H.264/AVC standard (Wiegand & Sullivan, 2003) and the SVC (Schwarz et al., 2007) extensions. Some of these techniques include quantization step size control at the slice and macroblock levels, and are related to the concept of slice grouping, also known as Flexible Macroblock Ordering (FMO). For example, (Lu et al., 2005a) handles the ROI-based fine granular scalability (FGS) coding, in which a user at the decoder side requires to receive better decoded quality ROIs, while the pre-encoded scalable bit-stream is truncated. (Lu et al., 2005a) presents a number of ROI enhancement quality layers to provide fine granular scalability. In addition, (Thang et al., 2005) presents ROI-based spatial scalability scheme, concerning two main issues: overlapped regions between ROIs and providing different ROIs resolutions. However, (Thang et al., 2005) follows the concept of slice grouping of H.264/AVC, considering the following two solutions to improve the coding efficiency: (a) supporting different spatial resolutions for various ROIs by introducing a concept of virtual layers; and (b) enabling to avoid duplicate coding of overlapped regions in multiple ROIs by encoding the overlapped regions such that the corresponding encoded regions can be independently decoded. Further, (Lu et al., 2005b) presents ROI-based coarse granular scalability (CGS), using a
perceptual ROI technique to generate a number of quality profiles, and in turn, to realize the CGS. According to (Lu et al., 2005b), the proposed ROI based compression achieves better perceptual quality and improves coding efficiency. Moreover, (Lampert et al., 2006) relates to extracting the ROIs (i.e., of an original bit-stream by introducing a description-driven content adaptation framework. According to (Lampert et al., 2006), two methods for ROI extraction are implemented: (a) the removal of the non-ROI portions of a bit-stream; and (b) the replacement of coded background with corresponding placeholder slices. In turn, bit-streams that are adapted by this ROI extraction process have a significantly lower bit-rate than their original versions. While this has, in general, a profound impact on the quality of the decoded video sequence, this impact is marginal in case of a fixed camera and static background. This observation may lead to new opportunities in the domain of video surveillance or video conferencing. According to (Lampert et al., 2006), in addition to the bandwidth decrease, the adaptation process has a positive effect on the decoder due to the relatively easy processing of placeholder slices, thereby increasing the decoding speed.

Below we present a novel dynamically adjustable and scalable ROI video coding scheme, enabling to adaptively and efficiently set the desirable ROI location, size, resolution and bit-rate, according to the network bandwidth (especially, if it is a wireless network in which the bandwidth is limited), power constraints of resource-limited systems (such as mobile devices/servers) where the low power consumption is required, and according to end-user resource-limited devices (such as mobile devices, PDAs, and the like), thereby effectively selecting best encoding scenarios suitable for most heterogenous and time-invariant end-user terminals (i.e., different users can be connected each time) and network bandwidths. In the following Sections 3.1 and 3.2, different types of ROI scalability are presented: the ROI scalability by performing cropping and ROI scalability by employing the Flexible Macroblock Ordering (FMO) technique, respectively.

### 3.1 ROI scalability by performing cropping

According to the first method for the ROI video coding, and in order to enable obtaining a high-quality ROI on resource-limited devices (such as mobile devices), we crop the ROI from the original image and use it as a baselayer (or other low enhancement layers, such as Layer 1 or 2), as schematically illustrated in Fig. 4 below (Grois et al., 2010a).

![Fig. 4. The example of the ROI dynamic adjustment and scalability (e.g., for mobile devices with different spatial resolutions) by using a cropping method.](www.intechopen.com)
Then, we perform an Inter-layer prediction in the similar sections of the image, i.e., in the cropping areas. As a result, for example (Fig. 4), by using the Inter-layer prediction for the three-layer (QCIF-CIF-SD) coding (with the similar quantization parameter (QP) settings at each layer), we achieve the significantly low bit-rate overhead. Prior to cropping the image, we determine the location of a cropping area in the successive layer of the image (in Layer 1, and then in Layer 2, as shown on Fig. 4). For this, we employ an ESS (Extended Spatial Scalability) method (Shoaib & Anni, 2010). In addition, we define a GOP for the SVC as a group between two I/P frames, or any combination thereof. Thus, as shown for example in Table 3, for the "SOCCER" video sequence (30 fp/sec; 300 frames; GOP size 16; QPs varying from 22 to 34) we obtain the bit-rate overhead of only 4.7% to 7.9% compared to conventional single layer coding.

Tables 1 to 3 below present R-D (Rate-Distortion) experimental results for the variable-layer coding with different cropping spatial resolutions, while using the Inter/Intra-layer prediction. As it is clearly seen from these tables, there is significantly low bit-rate overhead, which is especially important for transmitting over limited-bandwidth networks (such as wireless networks). Particularly, the Tables 1 below presents the R-D (Rate-Distortion) experimental results for the two-layer coding (QCIF-CIF) with the QCIF cropping versus the single layer coding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantization Parameters</th>
<th>Single layer</th>
<th>QCIF-CIF</th>
<th>Bit-Rate Overhead (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>1636.8</td>
<td>40.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>917.2</td>
<td>38.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>544.0</td>
<td>36.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>332.9</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Two-layer (QCIF-CIF) spatial scalability coding vs. single layer coding ("SOCCER" video sequence, 30 fp/s, 300 frames, GOP size 16).

Also, the Tables 2 below presents the R-D (Rate-Distortion) experimental results for the two-layer coding (CIF-SD) with the CIF cropping versus the single layer coding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantization Parameters</th>
<th>Single layer</th>
<th>CIF-SD</th>
<th>Bit-Rate Overhead (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>5663.3</td>
<td>40.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>3054.9</td>
<td>38.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>1770.2</td>
<td>36.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>1071.3</td>
<td>34.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Three-layer (CIF-SD) spatial scalability coding vs. single layer coding ("SOCCER" video sequence, 30 fp/s, 300 frames, GOP size 16).

Further, the Tables 3 below presents the R-D (Rate-Distortion) experimental results for the three-layer coding (QCIF-CIF-SD) with the QCIF-CIF cropping versus the single layer coding.
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Table 3. Three-layer (QCIF-CIF-SD) spatial scalability coding vs. single layer coding ('SOCCER' video sequence, 30 fp/s, 300 frames, GOP size 16).

As was mentioned above, it is clearly seen from the above experimental results that when using the Inter/Intra-layer prediction, the bit-rate overhead is very small and is much less than 10%.

3.2 ROI scalability by using flexible macroblock ordering

The second method refers to the ROI dynamic adjustment and scalability (Grois et al., 2010a) by using the FMO (Flexible Macroblock Ordering) in the scalable baseline profile (not for Layer 0, which is similar to the H.264/AVC baseline profile without the FMO).

One of the basic elements of the H.264 video sequence is a slice, which contains a group of macroblocks. Each picture can be subdivided into one or more slices and each slice can be provided with increased importance as the basic spatial segment, which can be encoded independently from its neighbors (the slice coding is one of the techniques used in H.264 for transmission) (Chen et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2005; Ndili & Ogunfunmi, 2006; Kodikara et al., 2006). Usually, slices are provided in a raster scan order with continuously ascending addresses; on the other hand, the FMO is an advanced tool of H.264 that defines the information of slice groups and enables to employ different macroblocks to slice groups of mapping patterns.

Fig. 5. Six fixed types of the FMO (interleaved, dispersed, foreground, box-out, raster scan and wipe-out), while each color represents a slice group.

Each slice of each picture/frame is independently intra predicted, and the macroblock order within a slice must be in the ascending order. In H.264 standard, FMO consists of seven slice group map types (Type 0 to Type 6), six of them are predefined fixed macroblock mapping types (as illustrated in Fig. 5: interleaved, dispersed, foreground, box-out, raster scan and...
wipe-out), which can be specified through picture parameter setting (PPS), and the last one is a custom type, which allows the full flexibility of assigning macroblock to any slice group. The ROI can be defined as a separate slice in the FMO Type 2 which enables defining slices of rectangular regions, and then the whole sequence can be encoded accordingly, while making it possible to define more than one ROI regions (these definitions should be made in the SVC configuration files, according to the JSVM 9.19 reference software manual (JSVM, 2009).

For the Scalable Video Coding, we use the FMO Type 2 above, where each ROI is represented by a separate rectangular region and is encoded as a separate slice. Tables 4 presents experimental results for the four layers spatial scalability coding versus six layers coding of the "SOCCER" sequence (30 fp/s; 300 frames; GOP size is 16), where four layers are presented by one CIF layer and three SD layers having the CIF-resolution ROI in an upper-left corner of the image. In turn, the six layers are presented by three CIF layers (each layer is a crop from the SD resolution) and three 4CIF/SD layers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantization Parameters</th>
<th>Four Layers (CIF and three SD layers)</th>
<th>Six Layers (three CIF layers and three SD layers)</th>
<th>Bit-Rate Savings (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSNR [dB]</td>
<td>Bit-Rate [K/sec]</td>
<td>PSNR [dB]</td>
<td>Bit-Rate [K/sec]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>2290.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>1680.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>1279.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. FMO: Four-layer spatial scalability coding vs. six-layer coding ("SOCCER" video sequence, 30 fp/s, 300 frames, GOP size 16).

It should be noted that each of the above three CIF layers (crops extracted from the SD resolution image) can be considered, for example, as a zoom of the image in a upper-left corner, as shown in Fig. 6 below.

![Fig. 6. (a) the CIF crop (representing Layer 0, i.e. the base-layer) extracted from the SD resolution frame of the "SOCCER" sequence; (b) the corresponding HD resolution image, representing Layer 1 of the "SOCCER" sequence. The white dashed lines show the zoomed ROI.](image)

Further, Table 5 presents R-D (Rate-Distortion) experimental results for the HD (High Definition) video sequence "STOCKHOLM" (Fig. 1, 1280x720, 30 fp/sec, GOP size 8, 160 frames) by using four-layer coding (640x360 layer and three HD layers having two ROIs.
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(CIF and 4CIF/SD resolutions) in the upper left corner of the image) versus eight-layer coding (two CIF layers (scalable baseline profile without B frames), three 4CIF/SD layers, and three HD layers having different quantization parameters). The quantization parameters vary from 32 to 36 with a step size of 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantization Parameters</th>
<th>Four Layers (640x360, and three HD layers)</th>
<th>Eight Layers (two CIF layers, three SD layers, and three HD layers)</th>
<th>Bit-Rate Savings (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSRN [dB]</td>
<td>Bit-Rate [K/sec]</td>
<td>PSNR [dB]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>2566.2</td>
<td>34.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>1730.2</td>
<td>33.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>1170.0</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. FMO: Four-layer coding vs. eight-layer coding ("STOCKHOLM", 30 fp/s, 96 frames, GOP size 8)

Further, Table 6 below presents R-D (Rate-Distortion) experimental results for the HD video sequence "STOCKHOLM" by using four-layer coding (640x360 layer and three HD layers having two ROIs (CIF and SD resolution, respectively) in the upper-left corner of the image) versus six-layer coding (three CIF and three SD layers).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantization Parameters</th>
<th>Four Layers (640x360, and three HD layers)</th>
<th>Six Layers (three CIF layers and three SD layers)</th>
<th>Bit-Rate Savings (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSRN [dB]</td>
<td>Bit-Rate [K/sec]</td>
<td>PSNR [dB]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>2566.2</td>
<td>34.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>1730.2</td>
<td>33.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>1170.0</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. FMO: Four-layer coding vs. six-layer coding ("STOCKHOLM", 30 fp/s, 96 frames, GOP size 8)

As it is clearly observed from Table 4 to 6 above, there are very significant bit-rate savings – up to 39%, when using the FMO techniques.

4. Bit-rate control for region-of-interest coding

The bit-rate control is crucial in providing desired compression bit rates for H264/AVC video applications, and especially for the Scalable Video Coding, which is the extension of H264/AVC.

The bit-rate control has been intensively studied in existing single layer coding standards, such as MPEG 2, MPEG 4, and H.264/AVC (Li et al., 2003). According to the existing single layer rate control schemes, the encoder employs the rate control as a way to control varying bit-rate characteristics of the coded bit-stream. Generally, there are two objectives of the bit-rate control for the single layer video coding: one is to meet the bandwidth that is provided by the network, and another is to produce high quality decoded pictures (Li et al., 2007). Thus, the inputs of the bit-rate control scheme are: the given bandwidth; usually, the
statistics of video sequence including Mean Squared Error (MSE); and a header of each predefined unit (e.g., a basic unit, macroblock, frame, slice). In turn, the outputs are a quantization parameter (QP) for the quantization process and another QP for the rate-distortion optimization (RDO) process of each basic unit, while these two quantization parameters, in the single layer video coding, are usually equal in order to maximize the coding efficiency.

In the current JSVM reference software (JSVM, 2009) there is no rate control mechanism, besides the base-layer rate control, which do not consider enhancement layers. The target bit-rate for each SVC layer is achieved by coding each layer with a fixed QP, which is determined by a logarithmic search (JSVM, 2009; Liu et al., 2008). Of course, this is very inefficient and much time-consuming. For solving this problem, only a few works have been published during the last years, trying to provide an efficient rate control mechanism for the SVC. However, none of them handles scalable bit-rate control for the Region-of-Interest (ROI) coding. Such, in (Xu et al., 2005) the rate distortion optimization (RDO) involved in the step of encoding temporal subband pictures is only implemented on low-pass subband pictures, and rate control is independently applied to each spatial layer. Furthermore, for the temporal subband pictures obtained from the motion compensation temporal filtering (MCTF), the target bit allocation and quantization parameter selection inside a GOP make a full use of the hierarchical relations inheritance from the MCTF. In addition, (Liu et al., 2008) proposes a switched model to predict the mean absolute difference (MAD) of the residual texture from the available MAD information of the previous frame in the same layer and the same frame in its “base layer”. Further, (Anselmo & Alfonso, 2010) describes a constant quality variable bit-rate (VBR) control algorithm for multiple layer coding. According to 0 (Anselmo & Alfonso, 2010), the algorithm allows achieving a target quality by specifying memory capabilities and the bit-rate limitations of the storage device. In the more recent work (Roodaki et al., 2010), the joint optimization of layers in the layered video coding is investigated. The authors show that spatial scalability, like the SNR scalability, does benefit from joint optimization, though not being able to exploit the relation between the quantizer step sizes. However, as mentioned above, there is currently no efficient bit-rate control scheme for the ROI Scalable Video Coding.

Below, we present a method and system for the efficient ROI Scalable Video Coding, according to which we achieve a bit-rate that is very close to the target bit-rate, while being able to define the desirable ROI quality (in term of QP or Peak Signal-To-Noise Ratio (PSNR)) and while adaptively changing the background region quality (the background region excludes the ROI), according to the overall bit-rate.

In order to provide the different visual presentation quality to at least one ROI and to the background (or other less important region of the frame), we divide each frame to at least two slices, while one slice is used for defining the ROI and at least one additional slice is used for defining the background region, for which fewer bits should be allocated. If more than one ROI is used, then the frame is divided on larger number of slices, such that for each ROI we use a separate slice.

The general proposed method for performing the adaptive ROI SVC bit-rate control for each SVC layer is as follows.

a. Compute the number of target bits for the current GOP and after that for each frame (of each SVC layer) within the above GOP by using a Hypothetical Reference Decoder (HRD) ((Ribas-Corbera et al., 2003). The calculation should consider that each SVC layer
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contains a number of predefined slices (the ROI slice, background slice, etc.), which should be encoded with different QPs.

b. Allocate the remaining bits to all non-coded macroblocks (MBs) for each predefined slice in the current frame of the particular SVC layer.

c. Estimate the MAD (Mean Absolute Difference) for the current macroblock in the current slice by a linear prediction model (Li et al., 2003; Lim et al., 2005) using the actual MAD of the macroblocks in the co-located position of the previous slices (in the previous frames) within the same SVC layer and the MAD of neighbor macroblocks in the current slice.

d. Estimate a set of groups of coding modes (e.g., modes such as Inter-Search16X8, Inter-Search8X16, Inter-Search8X8, Inter-Search8X4, Inter-Search4X8, Inter-Search4X4 modes, and the like) of the current macroblock in the current frame within the above SVC layer by using the actual group of coding modes for the macroblocks in the co-located positions of the previous frame(s) and the actual group of coding modes of neighbor macroblocks in the current frame.

e. Compute the corresponding QPs by using a quadratic model (Chiang & Zhang, 1997; Kaminsky et al., 2008; Grois et al., 2010c).

f. Perform the Rate-Distortion Optimization (RDO) for each MB by using the QPs derived from the above step 5.

g. Adaptively adjust the QPs (increase/decrease the QPs by a predefined quantization step size) according to the current overall bit-rate.

In Fig. 7 below, is presented a system for performing the proposed adaptive bit-rate control for the Scalable Video Coding (for simplicity, only two layers are shown – Base-Layer (Layer 0), and Enhancement Layer (Layer 1). The system contains the SVC adaptive bit-rate controller, which continuously receives data regarding the current buffer occupancy, actual bit-rate and quantization parameters (Grois et al., 2010b).

The step (f) above can be performed by using a method (Lim et al., 2005; Wiegand et al., 2003) for determining an optimal coding mode for encoding each macroblock. According to method (Lim et al., 2005; Wiegand et al., 2003), the RDO for each macroblock is performed for selecting an optimal coding mode by minimizing the Lagrangian function as follows:

\[
J(\text{orig}, \text{rec}, \text{MODE} | \lambda_{\text{MODE}}) = D(\text{orig}, \text{rec}, \text{MODE} | \text{QP}) + \lambda_{\text{MODE}} \cdot R(\text{orig}, \text{rec}, \text{MODE} | \text{QP})
\]  

(1)

where the distortion \(D(\text{orig}, \text{rec}, \text{MODE} | \text{QP})\) can be the sum of squared differences (SSD) or the sum of absolute differences (SAD) between the original block (orig) and the reconstructed block (rec); \(\text{QP}\) is the macroblock quantization parameter; \(\text{MODE}\) is a mode selected from the set of available prediction modes; \(R(\text{orig}, \text{rec}, \text{MODE} | \text{QP})\) is the number of bits associated with selecting \(\text{MODE}\); and \(\lambda_{\text{MODE}}\) is a Lagrangian multiplier for the mode decision (Lim et al., 2005).

According to a buffer occupancy constraint due to the finite reference SVC buffer size, the buffer at each SVC layer should not be full or empty (overloaded or underloaded, respectively). The formulation of the optimal buffer control (for controlling the buffer occupancy for each SVC layer) can be given by:

\[
\min_{\{e(i)\}} \sum_{i=1}^{N} e(i), \quad \text{subject to} \quad B_{\text{Layer}}^{\text{max}} \geq B_{\text{Layer}}^{\text{Layer}}(i) \geq 0
\]  

(2)

for \(i = 1, 2, ..., N\)
where $e(i)$ is a distortion for basic unit $i$; $B^{\text{Layer}}(i)$ is a buffer size and $B^{\text{Layer}}_{\text{max}}$ is the maximal buffer size. The state of the buffer occupancy can be defined as:

$$B^{\text{Layer}}(i + 1) = B^{\text{Layer}}(i) + r^{\text{Layer}}(i) - r_{\text{out}}^{\text{Layer}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

where $r^{\text{Layer}}(i)$ is the buffer input bit-rate with regard to each SVC layer and $r_{\text{out}}^{\text{Layer}}$ is the output bit-rate of buffer contents.

Fig. 7. The system for performing the presented adaptive spatial bit-rate control for the Scalable Video Coding (for simplicity, only two layers – Layer 0 and Layer 1 - are presented).

The optimal buffer control approach is related to the following optimal bit allocation formulation,

$$\min_{\{r(i)\}} \sum_{i=1}^{N} e(i) \quad \text{subject to} \quad \sum_{i=1}^{N} r^{\text{Layer}}(i) \leq R^{\text{Layer}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

for $i = 1, 2, ..., N$

and is schematically presented in Fig. 8 below.
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Fig. 8. (a) Each block (1...BN) in the sequence has different R-D characteristics (for a given set of quantizers (1...QM) for blocks in the sequence, we can obtain R-D (Rate-Distortion) points (r_{NL}, r_{ND}, r_{N3}, d_{NL}, d_{ND}, d_N, etc.) to form composite characteristics); and (b) R at t_2 is not a feasible solution to the selected maximum buffer size B_{MAX}.

For overcoming the buffer control drawbacks and overcoming buffer size limitations, preventing underflow/overflow of the buffer, and significantly decreasing the buffer delay, the computational complexity (such as a number of CPU clocks) and bits of each basic unit within a video sequence can be dynamically allocated, according to its predicted MAD. In turn, the optimal buffer control problem (2) can be solved by implementing the C-R-D analysis of (Grois et al., 2009) for each SVC layer.

For simplicity, in this section, we show results for the bit-rate control of two layers: Base Layer (Layer 0) and Enhancement Layer (Layer 1), while the ROI region is provided in both Layer 0 and Layer 1, and the background region is provided only in Layer 1, as illustrated in Fig. 9. According to the presented adaptive bit-rate control, we preset for each layer different...
initial quantization parameters (QPs): e.g., for the whole Layer 0 we can define an initial quantization parameter to be equal to 40, and for the ROI region provided in Layer 1 we can define an initial quantization parameter to be equal to 20; and then the QP of the remaining background region in Layer 1 is determined adaptively by our bit-rate control. In such a way, we can obtain the desired quality of the Region-of-Interest, and as a result, of the remaining background region (or any other less important region) according to the overall network bandwidth (either constant or variable bandwidth).

As a result, by encoding the video sequence with different QPs, we enable obtaining the optimal presentation quality of the predefined ROI region and enable reducing the quality of the background, as presented for example, in Fig. 10 ("SOCCER" video sequence, SD resolution).

Fig. 10. The "SOCCER" video sequence (SD 704x576, 25 fp/sec.) containing the ROI region in the upper-left corner.

Figs. 11 and 12 below illustrate sample frames of the “PARKRUN” video sequence, which contains the ROI region – the man with an umbrella. The quantization parameter of the background region can be determined adaptively in order to achieve optimal video presentation quality (as it is clearly seen from Figs. 11(b) and 12(b), the QP of the background region is much higher than the QP of the ROI region).

Fig. 11. The "PARKRUN" video sequence containing the ROI region in the middle of the frame – the man with an umbrella (the quantization parameter of the background region can be determined adaptively); (a) the original frame; and (b) the compressed frame with the higher-quality ROI region.
Fig. 12. The "PARKRUN" video sequence containing the ROI region in the middle of the frame – the man with an umbrella (the quantization parameter of the background region can be determined adaptively); (a) the original frame; and (b) the compressed frame with the higher-quality ROI region.

Further, Fig. 13 below shows another frame of the “SHIELDS” video sequence, which contains the ROI region – man's head and hand pointing to the shields. The quantization parameter of the background region can be determined adaptively according to the adaptive bit-rate control (as it is seen from Fig. 13(b), the QP of the background region is much higher than the QP of the ROI region).

Fig. 13. The "SHIELDS" video sequence containing the ROI region – man's head and hand pointing to the shields (the quantization parameter of the background region can be determined adaptively); (a) the original frame; and (b) the compressed frame with the higher-quality ROI region.

The following Table 7 presents experimental results for the bit-rate control operation for various video sequences ("CITY", "CREW", "HARBOR", "ICE", and "SOCCER"), along with the corresponding PSNR and bit-rate values. According to the conducted tests, the QP of Layer 0 is equal to 40, and the QP of the ROI in Layer 1 is equal to 37, while the QP of the background of Layer 1 is determined by our adaptive SVC bit-rate control scheme.
### Table 7. Bit-rate control experimental results for “CREW”, “SHIELDS”, “PARKRUN”, and “SOCCER” video sequences (ROI QP in “Layer 1” is equal to 20; the rest is determined by our bit-rate control).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Sequence</th>
<th>Target Bit-Rate for Layer 1 with our Bit-Rate Control</th>
<th>Layers</th>
<th>Actual Bit-Rate: Layer 1 with our Bit-Rate Control (ROI QP=20, the rest by our Rate Control)</th>
<th>Actual Bit-Rate of Layer 0 with JSVM 9.19 Bit-Rate Control (QP=40)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CREW</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>1691.4</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>2195.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1691.4</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHIELDS</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>6393.1</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>6969.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>6399.6</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARKRUN</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>7010.5</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>3435.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>7140.9</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>7172.4</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8500</td>
<td>8431.8</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCCER</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>2473.9</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>2105.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>2478.4</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**5. Conclusions**

In this chapter we have presented a comprehensive overview of recent developments in the area of Region-of-Interest Video Coding, making an emphasis on the ROI Scalable Video Coding field, which has become popular in the last couple of years due to standardization of the SVC in 2007, as an extension of H.264/AVC. Also, we have presented our efficient novel scalable video coding schemes, enabling to adaptively set the desirable ROI location, size, resolution (e.g., the spatial resolution), ROI visual quality and amount of bits allocated for the ROI, and perform other predefined settings. According to these schemes, we achieve a significantly low bit-rate overhead and very significant savings in bit-rate, thereby enabling to provide an efficient adaptive bit-rate control for the ROI Scalable Video Coding, which was also presented in detail. In turn, the adaptive bit-rate control has enabled us to provide the high-quality video coding for the desired Region-of-Interest, while considering the overall available bandwidth, and other predefined parameters. The performance of the presented schemes was demonstrated and compared with the (Joint Scalable Video Model) JSVM reference software (JSVM 9.19), thereby showing a significant improvement in term of the PSNR values and bit-rate.
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This book is intended to attract the attention of practitioners and researchers from industry and academia interested in challenging paradigms of multimedia video coding, with an emphasis on recent technical developments, cross-disciplinary tools and implementations. Given its instructional purpose, the book also overviews recently published video coding standards such as H.264/AVC and SVC from a simulational standpoint. Novel rate control schemes and cross-disciplinary tools for the optimization of diverse aspects related to video coding are also addressed in detail, along with implementation architectures specially tailored for video processing and encoding. The book concludes by exposing new advances in semantic video coding. In summary: this book serves as a technically sounding start point for early-stage researchers and developers willing to join leading-edge research on video coding, processing and multimedia transmission.
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